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Changes in wood temperature under high-speed friction
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Abstract Thermal effects at the surface of a sample

wood specimen while it is rubbed by reduction with a metal

disk rotating at high speed are investigated. The results

provide fundamental data for the development of new

surface processing methods. The results of high-speed

friction tests showed that the wood surface developed high-

temperature regions due to the effect of friction heat, and

deformed tissue was observed at the wood surface in the

region that experienced the rubbing action. The thermal

effects extended to a deep range in the deformed region by

reduction due to different fiber inclination angles, both

parallel and normal to the friction surface. The thermal

effects from the rubbed conditions of the reduction and

feed speed also extended deeply into the region deformed

by reduction, although the thermal effect was decreased at

higher feed speed. From the results of these friction tests,

the change in wood temperature is described unambigu-

ously by factors related to pressure on the friction surface.

Keywords High-speed friction � Wood temperature �
Thermal effect � Deformation effect

Introduction

Bent and compressed wood can be produced by processing

methods involving heat application. These processing

methods are often used for furniture and residential floor-

ing, because the processing methods allow plastic defor-

mation and increased surface hardness [1]. Such heat

application methods require specialized equipment as a

heat source.

Practical research related to problems of such equipment

has shown that the hardness of wood surfaces can be

increased without a thermal source using friction heat

generated by compressed on a metal roller rotating at high

speed [2]. Other practical research has reported on welding

of wood samples by friction heat from microvibrations [3,

4]. This new processing method has been investigated for

softening and welding wood surface tissue by means of

friction heat.

On the other hand, in machining using a blade to cut

wood, friction occurs between the workpiece and the cut-

ting tool edge. The friction resulting from cutting the wood

is a friction phenomenon resulting from contact between

the wooden workpiece and the quickly moving blades of

the tool.

McKenzie et al. [5] investigated friction phenomena like

above cutting conditions between metal and wood. In that

report, a wooden bar specimen was rubbed on the surface

of a metal plate under a wide range of sliding speed con-

ditions, and the friction coefficient was measured for var-

ious wood species and different surface pressures. The

other research reported that the friction coefficient between
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Swedish wood species, and steel was measured under dif-

ferent moisture content, sliding speed, and steel roughness

[6].

Murase [7] also measured the friction coefficient

between sliding wood and a heated metal plate, and the

effect of temperature was discussed in changes of the

friction coefficient. The other his report [8] was mentioned

that the friction coefficient was measured by rubbing the

wood specimen on a metal disk rotated at the wide range of

1–50 m/s under some assumptions about practical cutting

conditions.

The above-mentioned research investigated friction

coefficients under practical cutting conditions of high-

speed friction between the tool and wood. However, these

studies do not evaluate the temperature change of the wood

sample generated by the friction heat.

Okumura et al. [9] also investigated temperature chan-

ges of tools in contact with wood by measuring the internal

temperature of a metal bar specimen rubbed on a wood disk

rotating at 14 m/s and using these measurements to esti-

mate the temperature increase at the round bar tip. The

temperature of the rubbed wood disk was not measured.

Most previous research on cutting conditions between

wood and tools have not focused on the temperature

change in the wood during processing, instead examining

friction coefficients between wood and tool, and tempera-

ture changes in the tool. There is thus a lack of fundamental

research data regarding wood temperature changes from

friction heat, despite practical uses of friction heat in wood

processing and for friction properties of wood, such as

friction coefficients.

This study aims at research and development of new

wood processing methods that apply thermal effects to the

surface layer of the wood by utilizing friction heat to

produce new functionality at the wood surface. As a first

step, the effects of friction heat are investigated at the

surface layer of wood pressed against a metal disk. The

detailed internal effects of wood temperature changes due

to friction heat are also a focus of this study. Fundamental

data are needed for developing new processing methods,

and it is the aim of this study to provide them.

Materials and methods

Sample material

The material used in the experiments was air-dried Spruce

with 10.3 % moisture content and 0.46 g/cm3 density. The

average annual ring width was 2.1 mm. Moisture content

should be a considerable factor in this experiment due to

the material characteristics of wooden self-lubrication with

moisture. Therefore, this experiment was conducted in

limited condition of the air-dried wood sample. The spec-

imen (Fig. 1a, b) was 3 9 85 9 11 mm, cut from the

sample material by a small circular saw, and the rubbed

surface was set in the section of 3(width) 9 85(length)

mm.

The specimen was prepared with fiber inclination angles

uxy and uyz, as shown in (a) and (b) of Fig. 1, respectively.

uxy on the friction surface was set in 45�, 90�, or 135�, and

uyz was 15�, 45�, 90�, 135�, or 165�. The 15� and 165�
were added to uyz condition because compression strength

was affected by small changes in fiber inclination angle of

wood.

Experimental apparatus of friction test

Figure 2a, b shows a schematic illustration of the high-

speed friction test apparatus and the detailed conditions of

the rubbing system. As shown in Fig. 2a, the apparatus was

configured to rub the rapidly rotating tool on the specimen

surface while feeding the specimen by a uniaxial movable

stage equipped with a dynamometer. The feed direction of

the test specimen was used in the up-milling mainly of this

experiment, because such rotating direction is being used

widely in production line such as wood machining. Fig-

ure 2b shows the contact conditions of the tool and the test

specimen. The reduction rate of the test specimen pressed

against the tool surface is denoted by t. The rotation speed

of the tool and the feed speed are denoted by R and f,

respectively.

Experimental conditions

Table 1 shows the conditions of the friction test. The tool

was made from carbon tool steel with a smooth surface

(mean roughness: 1.8 lm). The diameter was 50 mm. The

high-speed friction test used an upper method, feeding the

sample specimen in the direction opposite the direction of

tool rotation. The rotational speed of the tool was R = 10

000 rpm. The specimen feed speed ranged from

(b) (a) 

Fig. 1 Definition of rubbed surface for different inclination angles

a uxy and b uyz with regard to grain of test specimens
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f = 0.5–6 mm/s, and the reduction rate ranged from

t = 300 to 700 lm.

The trial of high-speed friction test was conducted using

the five pieces of spruce test specimen in each condition.

After the friction test, the adhered brown stain was

observed on the tool surface caused by extractives of the

test specimen. Therefore, the tool surface was cleaned with

ethanol just before each trial. In the friction test, the surface

pressure P applied to the test specimen was calculated from

the vertical and horizontal forces measured relative to the

feed specimen.

Evaluation of thermal effect

To evaluate temperature change in the wood test specimens

during the high-speed friction tests, the surface temperature

of each test specimen was measured by a non-contact

method from the side (relative to the feed direction of the

specimen). The surface temperature was also evaluated by

an infrared thermographic camera (TH6300R, Nippon

Avionics Co., Ltd.), measured approximately 150 mm

from the side surface of the specimen.

The emissivity of the wood specimen surface was set in

1. All experiments were performed out of the path of direct

sunlight.

Analysis of thermal and deformation effects

After the high-speed friction test, a thermal image was

obtained from the infrared thermography temperature

image of the wood test specimen. Five thermal images

were taken at intervals of 15 mm in a longitudinal direc-

tion, starting from the edge face of the specimen. The

thermal image displayed a color-coded distribution at

10 �C intervals. To obtain detailed information of the

temperature distribution in the thermal image, temperature

change in the wood test specimens was evaluated using a

temperature distribution map according to the isothermic

temperature.

Figure 3a, b show the method for analyzing the thermal

effects and depth of deformation region. Figure 3a shows

the evaluation method for the thermal effect using the

temperature distribution diagram. Previous researches were

reported that the thermal softening behavior of water-sat-

urated spruce sample occurs at range approximately from

80 to 100 �C [10] and of the lignin in air-dried condition

occurs at approximately 100 �C [11]. From above review,

this study focused on the region with temperatures

Fig. 3 Analysis method for depth of thermal effect (Dt) and depth of

deformation (Dd)

Table 1 Friction test conditions

Tool and specimen Condition (unit)

Tool material Carbon tool steel

Tool diameter 50 (mm)

Tool surface roughness (Ra) 1.8 (lm)

Rotation speed of tool (R) 10000 (rpm)

Feed speed of specimen (f) 0.5, 2, 3, 4.5, 6 (mm/s)

Compression rate (t) 300, 500, 700 (lm)

(b) 

(a) 

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of a friction test apparatus and b details

of the rubbing conditions
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exceeding 100 �C. Thus, the high-temperature regions are

defined as those with temperatures exceeding 100 �C, and

the depth at which the high temperature of the temperature

distribution diagram was seen is denoted Dt.

Figure 3b shows the method for evaluating the defor-

mation effect in the depth direction. The deformation effect

region was evaluated from the result of microstructure

observations of the wood specimen after the friction test.

The microstructure was observed using a scanning electron

microscope (SEM) to observe cross sections (relative to

feed direction) of the wood specimens. From the SEM

images, the deformation range was taken to be the depth to

which cell wall deformation can be observed, and the depth

of the deformed region was denoted by Dd for the depth

direction from the friction surface.

Results and discussion

Temperature distribution and deformed tissue

of surface layer in wood sample

The high-speed friction test was conducted under the

conditions of reduction rate t = 300 lm, feed speed

f = 0.5 mm/s, and fiber inclination angles uxy and uyz.

Figure 4 shows the rubbed surface of the wood sample

specimen after friction test. Some of these rubbed surfaces

change to be dark, and the color of the surface becomes

darker as the uyz inclines versus the friction surface,

especially the late wood of the surface darker.

Figure 5 shows the example of the actual color image

obtained from the infrared thermography. The color image

is displayed a color-coded temperature distribution at

10 �C intervals and used to make the temperature distri-

bution map.

Figure 6 shows examples temperature distributions for

wood sample specimen surfaces with fiber inclination

angles uxy = 0�–135� and uyz = 0�.

High-temperature regions exceeding 100 �C are

observed at depths exceeding 500 lm from the contact

surface under different fiber inclination angles uxy. The

thermal effect region tends to spread in an elliptical shape

regardless of the fiber directions. The value of the maxi-

mum temperature remains around Tmax = 125 �C, and the

maximum temperature does not vary significantly with

changes in inclination angle uxy.

Figure 7 shows example temperature distributions for

surface temperatures of the sample specimen at uxy = 0�
and uyz = 0�–165�. The sample test specimen is affected

by the anisotropy of the different fiber inclination angles,

and the thermal effect region tends to spread in concentric

circles, appearing as elliptical shapes in the horizontal

direction. The temperature of the near-contact surface is

higher as the fiber direction inclines versus the friction

surface, reaching Tmax = 160 �C at uyz = 90�.

A high-temperature region appears at approximately 500 lm

from the near-contact surface when the spruce sample specimens

at the different inclination angles parallel and normal to the

friction surface, such as uxy and uyz in Fig. 1 are rubbed by the

metal disk under pressure, and the increase of internal tempera-

ture and the shape of temperature distribution of the specimen

depend on the anisotropic effect of the fiber direction.

Figure 8a–f show example SEM images for various

directions of cross-sectional reduction at different inclina-

tion angles parallel and normal to the friction surface.

Figure 8c also shows the transverse section, in which

deformation of the cellular tissue is observable because the

deformation effect region is difficult to analyze in parallel

fiber orientation to the vertical cross section.

As shown in Fig. 8a–c, cellular tissue is affected by

reduction in the depth direction, and densified layers of cells

can be observed to about 50 lm from the friction surface in the

cross section. As shown in Fig. 8d–f, the depth of densification

area increases with increasing the fiber inclination angle uyz.

The above results indicate that the vicinity of the contact

surface reaches a high temperature when spruce sample

specimens at different inclination angles parallel and nor-

mal to the friction surface are rubbed by the metal disk

under pressure and that deformation also occurs at near-

Fig. 4 Surface of wood sample specimen after friction test

Fig. 5 An example of the thermal image at inclination angle

uxy = 0� and uyz = 0�
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contact surfaces. The above results also indicate that

anisotropy affects the thermal and densification effects.

Internal thermal effect of wood under high-speed

friction

This section investigates details of the thermally affected

area when a spruce sample specimen is rubbed with high-

speed friction by a metal disk.

Figure 9 shows Dd and Dt in the cross-sectional struc-

ture and internal thermal effect regions according to ana-

lysis of data from the spruce test specimens at different

inclination angles parallel to the friction surface. The val-

ues of Dd and Dt shown in Fig. 3a, b indicate the depth of

deformation and thermal effects due to temperatures

exceeding 100 �C, from analysis of data from the five

sample test specimens.

The values of Dt and Dd shown in Fig. 9 are nearly

constant for different inclination angles parallel to the

friction surface. The ratio Dt/Dd is also constant at about 10

despite variations in angle uxy. This indicates that the

thermal effects reach a sufficiently deep region relative to

the depth of the deformed structure.

Figure 10 shows Dd and Dt in the cross-sectional

structure and internal thermal effect regions at different

inclination angles normal to the friction surface. At various

inclination angles of uyz, Dd and Dt are largest at

uyz = 90�, and the effects of the thermal and deformed

regions are deepest. The ratio Dt/Dd is also constant at

about regardless of angle uyz, as with varied inclination

angles parallel to the friction surface. These results indicate

that the thermal effect reaches a sufficiently deep region

relative to the depth of the deformed structure, even though

the thermal effect varies with fiber inclination angle. The

thermal and deformation effects also change in different

fiber inclination angles, thus the effects might be varied by

the wood surface tissue, such as the structure of early and

rate woods.

The above results indicate that the internal thermal

effect extends to a sufficiently deep range relative to the

deformation effect by reduction when the spruce sample

specimen is rubbed at various fiber inclination angles both

parallel and normal to the friction surface.

Effect of rubbed condition on thermal distribution

and deformed surface layer of wood

To investigate the detailed effects of friction, spruce

sample specimens were subjected to high-speed rubbing

with a metal disk under different feed speeds and

reduction rates.

Figure 11 shows the relationship between feed speed

f and internal maximum temperature Tmax under various

values for f and reduction rate t at fiber inclination angles

of uxy = 0� and uyz = 0�.

The value of Tmax under reduction rate t is higher at

lower f, and the value tends to decrease as f increases. The

value of Tmax is nearly constant at higher feed speeds, but

increases at lower feed speeds as t increases. The value of

Dt/Dd over the thermal effect range decreases to 5 from

about 10 as the feed speed increases.

The above results regarding the effect of rubbed con-

dition indicate that the maximize friction heat is seen at the

lower feed speeds, up to 160 �C as the reduction rate

increases. It was also found that the effect of friction heat

extends to a sufficiently deep range in the deformed layer

in the cross-sectional structure, due to reduction of the

Fig. 7 Temperature distribution images for different inclination

angles uyz of the sample test specimen

Fig. 6 Temperature distribution images at different inclination

angles uxy of the sample test specimen
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surface. Here, the results of feeding specimen in the down-

milling direction were followed: the average value of Tmax

for the down-milling scattered in ranges of ±7 and ±4 %

to that of the up-milling under both conditions of

f = 0.5 mm/s and f = 6 mm/s, respectively. The average

value of the variation coefficient in Tmax was also 6 % in

down-milling versus 3 % in that of up-milling under

f = 0.5 mm/s. Also, the average value was 11 % in down-

milling to 3 % in that of up-milling under f = 6 mm/s.

From above result, it was considered that the Tmax value

between each feed direction was not so much difference in

this experiment.

Effects of rubbed condition on wood temperature

Friction heat is affected by the feed speed and reduction

rate when the wood sample is in contact with the metal disk

tool which is high-speed rotating.

Such rubbed condition of friction test apparatus might

be thought as similar in mechanism of metal rolling. The

Fig. 8 SEM images of test specimens (side view) after the friction test a–c different inclination angles of uxy (a); d–f different inclination angles

of uyz
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forming technology of metal rolling can be controlled by

the pressure applied to the product [12]. Therefore, the

rubbed condition in this study can be thought as the factors

to affect the applied pressure.

In focusing on the applied surface pressure by reduction

and the relative speed between the wood and tool, this

section investigates whether extracted factors related to

friction affect the temperature change of wood.

Figure 12 shows the relationship between the applied

surface pressure P, which is calculated from the horizontal

and vertical component forces as measured by a dyna-

mometer, and the feed speed f. The value of P applied to

the friction surface increases linearly with f under each

condition of the reduction rate t, and this tendency is

remarkable at larger values of t. This indicates a possible

explanation for why increasing the applied surface pressure

raises the maximum temperature Tmax by increasing the

reduction rate. The relation between the feed speed and the

speed of tool rotation is therefore examined, focusing on

the applied surface pressure and how it is affected by

changes in the reduction rate.

Previous research in wood machining reports that the

operating parameter, such as the tool revolution speed, feed

speed of workpiece, and numbers of teeth of tool are

important for cutting wood [13].

Such relation of feed per tooth, in which the feed speed

is divided by the numbers of teeth multiplied by the tool

rotating speed, is often used for evaluation of the operating

parameter. Above relation of operating parameter can be

also related to the rubbed condition of feed per tool rotating

speed. Therefore, the value of feed per rotating speed is

calculated and the factors related to pressure on the friction

surface is discussed.

Figure 13 shows the data of Fig. 12 rearranged accord-

ing to the relationship between the maximum temperature

Tmax of the wood sample and the friction conditions

represented by the values of P, R, and f. The value PR/

f represents the pressure under the condition of f/R, as

represented by f/R on the feed speed of the wood sample

per tool rotating speed.

The value of Tmax increases nearly linearly as PR/

f increases with different reduction rates. The results

indicate that the increase in internal wood temperature due

to friction heat is affected by pressure, acting on the feed

speed of the wood sample per tool rotation. As Fig. 13

shows, the correlation coefficient in relationship between

Tmax and PR/f was 0.90.

These results indicate that the change in wood temper-

ature is described unambiguously by pressure conditions in
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the friction surface, meaning that factors such as reduction

rate, feed speed, and tool rotation speed that effect the

change of the wood temperature can be extracted as fac-

tors. Therefore, the temperature of the rubbed surface can

be varied by the condition of applied surface pressure. Such

condition of the surface applied pressure might be affected

by the wood species, changing as the density and the early

and rate wood structure in the friction surface. The effect of

wood species will be probably investigated in future task.

The results might continue that the extracted factors are

utilized for controlling the wood temperature in future new

processing method.

Conclusion

Changes in wood temperature were examined under vari-

ous conditions of high-speed friction between a spruce

sample specimen and a metal disk tool. The obtained

results were as follows.

1. The region near the contact surface of the wood sample

specimen reached a high temperature of 100� or more,

and deformation of the cellular structure occurred near

the contact surface. Results also indicated that anisot-

ropy affected thermal and densification effects.

2. The internal thermal effect of the wood sample

specimen extended to a sufficiently deep range relative

to the deformation effect by reduction of the fiber

inclination angles both parallel and normal to the

friction surface.

3. The internal thermal effect under different friction

condition decreased as the feed speed increased, but

the effect extended to a sufficiently deep range relative

to the deformation layer in the cross-sectional structure

due to reduction of the surface.

4. From result (3), the change in wood temperature under

high-speed friction is described unambiguously by

factors related to pressure conditions in the friction

surface.

It would be necessary to investigate the effect of

moisture content focusing on the wooden self-lubricating

property. Furthermore, the wood surface properties after

the high-speed friction should be also investigated on the

future report.
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